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	Read this book before you write your thesis or journal paper! Communicating Science is a textbook and reference on scientific writing oriented primarily at researchers in the physical sciences and engineering. It is written from the perspective of an experienced researcher. It draws on the authors' experience of teaching and working with both native English speakers and English as a Second Language (ESL) writers. For the range of topics covered, this book is relatively short and tersely written, in order to appeal to busy researchers.


	Communicating Science offers comprehensive guidance on:

	
		Research reports: journal papers, theses, and internal reports
	
		Review and publication process
	
		Conference and seminar presentations: lectures and posters
	
		Research proposals
	
		Business plans
	
		Patents
	
		Popular media
	
		Correspondence, CV's, and job hunting
	
		Writing well: writing strategies and guidance on English composition and grammar



	Graduate students and early career researchers will be guided through the researcher's basic communication tasks: writing theses, journal papers, and internal reports, presenting lectures and posters, and preparing research proposals. Extensive best practice examples and analyses of common problems are presented. Advanced researchers who aim to commercialize their research results will be introduced to business plans and patents, so that they can communicate optimally with patent attorneys and business analysts. Likewise, advanced researchers will be assisted in conveying the results of their research to the industrial and business community, governmental circles, and the general public in the chapter on popular media. Researchers at all levels will find the chapter on CV's and job hunting helpful. The Writing Well chapter will assist researchers to improve their English usage in scientific writing. This chapter is oriented both at native English speakers, who have an intuitive command of English but often lack formal instruction on grammar and structure, and non-native English writers, who often have had formal instruction but lack intuitive grasp of what sounds good.


	Mentors will find the book a useful tool for systematically guiding their students in their early writing efforts. If your students read this book first, you will save time! Communicating Science may serve as a textbook for graduate level courses in scientific writing.


	Readership: Aspiring and practicing engineers and physical scientists.
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High Performance Oracle Database Automation: Creating Oracle Applications with SQL and PL/SQLCoriolis Group Books, 1997
Oracle is an important product that drives a majority of the world’s largest  databases and runs on numerous operating systems, including most flavors of  Unix. Oracle, perhaps more so than other relational databases, is a flexible  tool that allows businesses to define their operations and build effective  systems around them.
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ECG Diagnosis: A Self-Assessment WorkbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	ECG Diagnosis: A Self-Assessment Workbook provides an educational self-assessment

	guideline for the interpretation of various electrocardiographic abnormalities. In this

	book, 250 common and clinically pertinent ECG abnormalities are included. Thus, any

	ECG tracings showing extremely unusual and rare ECG abnormalities or complex...
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Reliability Modeling, Analysis And OptimizationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	As our modern information-age society grows in complexity both in terms of embedded systems and applications, the problems and challenges in reliability become ever more complex. Bringing together many of the leading experts in the field, this volume presents a broad picture of current research on system modeling and optimization in...
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Software Requirement Patterns (Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2007
Learn proven, real-world techniques for specifying software  requirements with this practical reference. It details 30 requirement  "patterns" offering realistic examples for situation-specific guidance for  building effective software requirements. Each pattern explains what a  requirement needs to convey, offers potential questions to...
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Asthma: The Biography (Biographies of Diseases)Oxford University Press, 2009

	Asthma is a familiar and growing disease today, but its story goes back to the ancient world, as we know from accounts in ancient texts from China, India, Greece and Rome. It was treated with acupuncture and Ayurveda.

	

	As Western medicine developed, the nature of asthma became clearer, and its basis in the lungs recognized....
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Android Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your Android App (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2010

	The Easy, Complete, Step-by-Step Guide to Marketing Your Android Apps!


	There are huge profits to be made in selling Android apps! But with more than 70,000 apps now available, posting your app to the Android Market is no longer enough. You need to market your app effectively....
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